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Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10509.25 - "Know thyself - look into the mirror,  part II"=/\=
Host SM_Lilia says:
The USS Elara is now in unknown territory, out of its galaxy. She is under the control of Shane, once a boy of deep blue eyes who roamed her corridors
Host SM_Lilia says:
Meanwhile, the CSO and XO try to make sense of where they are ...
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= Begin Mission =/\= =/\= =/\=
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::at OPS Station OPSing::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
::on the bridge, tacticilizing at his console::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@XO: Did you at least get them out? Or kill them
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::on the bridge Securitizing::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Tries to speak on the XO's behalf, but fails to find to correct words... so he stays silent.::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Sitting in the central chair, looking at OPS::
Dalin says:
@::Watching guard::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@ACTION: Someone knocks on the room
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::sighs to himself::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
*Brig*: Someone want to tell me why the entire engineering crew is in the brig?
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
ACTION: The CEO's commands are refused, as the engineering command codes were redone
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
OPS: Do we know anything more about our current position?
Dr_Greene says:
::In sickbay, still monitoring his Klingon patients::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
*Bridge:* CEO to the bridge, I need you to lock down engineering, something happened to the codes and I'm not able to authorize it. ::grabs Susie by her arm and start moving back from engineering slowly::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@Alex: I was hoping to be able do what I needed to do and leave quietly, but I can see that isn't going to happen now.  I don't know anything about your mission and this Klingon ship, you see I am not your Peter, both myself and Nathaniel here have ended up here by accident from a mirror universe
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::looks into the door:: Door: Come in
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::looks over the sensor results:: CO: Sir, according to these readings we are about 100,000 light years from the Milky Way.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@ACTION: Looking around at an assortment of trophies in the room, the CSO spots a familiar sphere
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
*CEO*: We're on it chief.. What caused you to loose control? ::Turns to the TO:: TO: Lock out engineering now..
Dalin says:
@::keeps an eye on the XO and CSO::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::nods to the CO and initiates a security lockdown on ME::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
*CO:* I have Susie here saying we have an invisible intruder in Engineering that only she can see, I'm taking her to safety as we speak.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
OPS: Wha... 100.000 light years?? Are you sure your data is correct? How can we be that far from our galaxy?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::receives a report from the Brig and instructs the OOD to release the engineers::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::rechecks sensor data:: CO: Sir, one moment, I'll recalibrate the sensors and try again.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::Raises her eyebrows:: XO: Mirror universe you say ... you are Starfleet? ::Smiles:: XO: Your technology is most extraordinary I wonder.....
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
*CEO*: And who is this Susie? ::Frowns, wondering what the CEO is talking about::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::As he spots the sphere he remembers it as being similar to the sphere they brought to the cube earlier. Immediately he starts to believe that maybe the sphere is their way out of here. Only one problem... how do they get a hold of it. He looks around the room some more. Maybe he finds something else he recognises.::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::recalibrates sensor array and initiates a new scan:: CO: Sensor readings are just the same. We are 100,000 light years away.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
CO: Sir, I can't lock down Engineering, seems it's already locked out from the inside.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::enters the bridge:: All: Gentlemen.... ::runs over to the engineering console in attempt to restore control::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::nods:: Alex: That's correct.  We have come here following a distress call, although I doubt now if we will find out who sent it.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Sighs:: OPS: And you are absolutely sure there is not some system malfunction? ::Knows the answer, and doesn't wait for it:: Why can't anyone give some good news for a change.. ::Turns to the TO:: TO: So, now we have someone in there that does not want us in, while we don't want it to get out.. Is that it?
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::picks up the sphere:: XO: I stole this from the local regent. Men are so easily controlled ....
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::hears what Ensign Sollo says and tries to reroute engineering command to the bridge:: CO: Sir, I'm trying to reroute engineering functions to the bridge.
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
CO: Looks that way sir. ::double checks::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@XO: We have no way to contact your universe, we were looking for the cube that goes with this ::picks up the sphere:: XO: Instead we found you
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Tries to whisper to the XO:: XO: Sir, I believe this sphere can take us back to our universe. Maybe we should ask if they received some kind of distress call too.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
Out loud: Brilliant... We need control, people... There is no use of us being here if we are not in control of things... ::Looks around:: CEO: How is it coming along, lieutenant?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::smiles to himself and takes a few paces across the room and exchanges a glance with the CSO:: Alex: Why do you want to contact our universe?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
CO: Permission to go to primary computer core control and try it from there?
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@XO: I didn't ... but since you are here. I heard about you, you managed to defeat the Klingons. I want that! I want the Earth Empire forces to rule the galaxy again
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: I'm trying to override the access lock downs, one moment sir....
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Gives OPS a sharp nod:: OPS: Go, if it can make you more efficient than you are now! ::Turns to the CEO again:: CEO: Get on with it, we don't have all day!
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::heads for PCC::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: Captain I'm totally locked out, the computer won't respond to my orders. ::looks at the CO::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CEO: What about just cutting the computer core's power directly... it will shutdown and then we can do a purge with the restart
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::shakes his head slightly, memories of reports about this place come flooding back:: Alex: We did not "defeat" the Klingons, we made peace with them, we are stalwart allies now.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CTO: It would take us a lot of time to restore power, but it's worth a try I think.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::arrives at PCCC::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CEO: Then go and do something about it. At the very least, make sure our.. Intruder.. Does not have access either.. There are things worse than a disabled ship...
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::dismisses the XO with her hand:: XO: Same thing. I think ...I think I'll definitely keep your shuttle
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
Self: ::whispers:: Yea.. a disabled CO if he keeps this up... and that's a good thing
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
CO: I'll go see what I can do. ::heads for the turbo lift::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::accesses primary core control and tries a direct shutdown of all engineering consoles in main engineering::
Iain_Sollo says:
@::walks into the office:: Alexandra: Do you have it?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Finally finds some courage to interrupt the conversation between the XO and Gomes:: Gomes: What about us then? You can't keep us here?
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods, fairly satisfied:: CTO: You were saying something about shutting down the computer completely..?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::watches the new arrival and wonders how many people he could disable before he was brought down::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@Sollo: Yes, and I got more than I bargained for. These 2 are from a parallel universe, the one we discussed...the one that was able to defeat the Klingons and the Cardassians
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::raises an eyebrow:: CSO: Why not?
Dalin says:
@::listens to the conversations going on::
Iain_Sollo says:
@::looks at the XO and CSO:: Alexandra: think they'd be willing to help us?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Yes..  the computer is in charge of a lot of things on the Elara, but if we cut it's power supply manually it will shut down.. Then we re-power it and purge the programming with the original one. That should do... I think
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@Gomes: We don't belong her ma'am. We just responded to a distress call. ::Puts on an innocent look, trying to deceive her, knowing very well it will probably not help them at all.::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::overhears the CTO:: CTO: What about backup memory?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::notices a bunch of consoles in main engineering are cut of power::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::walks down to the main engineering hallways and opens a hatch leading to a J-Tube::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@Sollo: I don't know. Are they? :Looks at the 2::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks at the XO::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: And we can be sure this.. Intruder, don't we know who or what it is, by the way? So, how can we make sure this intruder doesn't take over what little things it does not control yet?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@Alex: We will do what we need to do to get home, if that means we have to help you then so be it.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*Bridge*: Tar to Bridge, power to the consoles in engineering has been cut off.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
TO: It will still contain all the data..  no problems there
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::secures power flows with his authorisation code::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::nods to the CTO:: CTO: Would that memory not also include command codes?
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Well unless this intruder has a thousand hands to manually move everything on the Elara to control it while the computer is down...
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@XO: Alright, what do you know of the sphere?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::crawls via the J-Tube to the main power relay::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
TO: Partially but the command codes are already in the main access memory now, so when we shut the computer down it will as well.. and the command codes will reset with the restart and purge
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::notices all power to the consoles in main engineering has been cut off::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::shrugs:: Alex: I'm no scientist, ask my colleague here ::motions to the CSO and continues examining the room::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::nods:: CTO: I get it now. ::smiles::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::looks at Nelson::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks from the XO to Gomes and tries to remember all he can say about it.:: Gomes: There is little we know about it. Only that we were able to determine it would somehow interact with a cube we found. Their basic structures were unlike anything we found before. We did not have enough time to await the test results.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: Suppose it does not need hands? We have seen it taking over a lot of things in a short period of times.. What if it has powers we do not know about? For one, it seems it can hide from us...
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*Bridge*: All power to the consoles in main engineering has been cut off. Power flows are secured. I'm now trying to reroute engineering command codes to the bridge console. Tar out.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: If indeed it has those powers.. then why are we even supposed to bother to fix things?
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::runs some internal sensor sweeps of ME::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@CSO: That’s what we gathered. And we knew Kezia had found a sphere and gave it to the Regent. So I went to get it. I thought that joining the 2 would do something ....unique
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::opens the power grid housing and disconnects it:: *OPS:* McKnight to Tar, can you access main engineering controls yet?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Shakes his head:: Gomes: I do not believe the 2 sphere's alone will interact. Within this cube we had a pedestal where it rests on. I only think that it might create a portal of some kind.
Iain_Sollo says:
@::turns his attention to the XO:: XO: How much do you know about the Klingon wars in your universe?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*CEO*: Tar here, I'm trying now, power to main engineering consoles already have been cut off and secured. One moment and I'll give it a try.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Nods:: Self: Good, they're working now... ::Turns to the CTO:: CTO: We will need to at least try, lieutenant! We are not here to simply sit idly by as something takes over the ship!
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::looks at the CSO with a duh! look:: CSO: I meant the cube and the sphere. But the sphere is gone, you were there instead
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
*OPS:* The security protocols should have been disabled as well, try restoring power.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@Iain: The wars in our universe happened over 50 years ago, like I said earlier we are allied with the Klingons now, our universes are fundamentally dissimilar in that fact
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
*CEO*: Chief, I just ran an internal sensor scan of ME and something weird is happening to the Warp core, I've never seen anything like it.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*CEO*: Okay, restoring power now, can you tell me what happens now?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::restores power in engineering::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Exactly... and since it didn’t take over the ship in the time it had its clear it does not have the power to do so... thus... we should try
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::console beeps::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Nods with a slight blush on his face:: Gomes: If I was able to examine the information we gathered on the sphere, which is now on our Elara, I might be able to tell you more about it.
Iain_Sollo says:
@XO: And what was it that precipitated this "Alliance"?
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*CEO*: Sir, power cannot be restored. I'm trying to find out why.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: Perhaps it had no desire to do so.. However, if we keep bullying him, perhaps he.. Or it, for we still know not what it is.. Perhaps it will become angry and go further in it's actions...
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
*CEO*: It's stopped now, as soon as you cut the power.
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
*OPS:* Acknowledged, keep me informed, I'm going to try and get into engineering through the warp core maintenance shafts.... that is if I can shut down the cooling system.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::Frowns:: CSO: Joe's ship? Ah you must have a version of it too.... well, get me to that ship
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Further into what? That thing brought us here for a reason, and I don’t think it will destroy us just for the sake of it
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
::frowns:: *CEO*: That's strange. Sir, the power conduits have collapsed! I cannot restore power until those conduits are replaced.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@Iain: The actions of a few brave people who would not let racial differences stop them.  Something which if my understanding is correct, this universe can never achieve
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
*OPS:* Aaah, wonderful, just wonderful, can you shut down the security lock down and get me into engineering?
Iain_Sollo says:
@XO: Not in my lifetime anyway, I'd rather see the Klingon empire wiped out than ally with them.
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*CEO*: Luckily I can override those set by security. Overriding now. ::hits some buttons to override the security lock down:: *CEO*: Security lock down shut down Sir.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: How do you know that? What if it was just trying to have a laugh? And even so, what reason would there be to bring us here, of all places.. What is so important in this area...
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::moves to a second J-tube and starts shutting down a few of the warp core coolant conduits so he can crawl through::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks confused:: Gomes: We can't just get there ma'am. We got here by accident. I am not sure how to get there at this moment. ::Hopes he can hide his knowledge that perhaps the sphere can bring them back.::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
*OPS:* Good work, now get me an engineering crew down here please, we have to get this restored as soon as possible. McKnight out.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::frowns:: CSO: Don't mess with me boy. You got here you can go back
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Well if it brought us here to do or see something.. it will not discard us until we do that.. ::begins to get irritated with "maybe if" talk::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@Iain: And that is why you will never defeat the Klingon empire.  They are a race of warriors, you cannot defeat every single one, it would take more resources than you could possibly hope to assemble.
Dalin says:
@::hears something at the door, walks over and listens::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: But until we see something, we don't know... Keep a closer eye on those sensors, because if I am here, I rather be here for a purpose, than for fun..
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@Gomes: I would not dare to ma'am. I am really not sure. We only arrived here by the shuttle you wish to keep to yourself. It does not have our warp drive technology, so I have no explanation for us being here at this time.
Iain_Sollo says:
@::glares at Pazoski:: XO: Then you are with them?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::notices Dalin has become pre-occupied, perhaps now is the time...::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::frowns:: CSO: You got here ...on a shuttle...and you don't know how it works. Oh please, do you think I have the IQ of an amoeba??
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@ACTION: The door is half open so only the XO noticed Dalin there listening ...like he is sneaking
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: ::growls:: Aye..........Sir..... ::scans::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*Engineering crew*: Tar to Engineering crew alpha shift, report to main engineering immediately.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::chuckles slightly:: Iain: If I was with them you would not be standing there asking these questions... ::pays Dalin a little more attention::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::crawls next to the warp core housing and up by the rails to the engineering deck::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks around the bridge to see who else could work more efficiently::
Dalin says:
@::stands straight::
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Shakes his head again:: Gomes: Allow me to explain as much as we know. Right before we were brought to this... universe, we have placed the sphere on the pedestal within the cube. The next thing we knew, we were on this shuttle. It only took us a few minutes to find out that it did not have the same kind of propulsion system we have on our shuttles. Although the exterior looked the same, only darker by appearance. We noticed on the console that it was able to take us to the distress signal. That is how we got here, honestly ma'am.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@Iain: Find Dalin and take these 2 to their shuttle. Let them show you how it works. When you find out, contact me
Iain_Sollo says:
@XO: Probably not, ::nods over his shoulder:: I'd be over there in cover shooting. I've been fighting these Klingons for years.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@Iain: Keep an armed escort at all times
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::crawls out from next to the warp core finding himself in the centre of the Elara’s main engineering room:: Self: Alright, success!!
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::turns to Alex:: Alex: Actually he is telling the truth, we have no idea how the ship works.
Iain_Sollo says:
@::draws his weapon and motions to the pair towards the door::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::doesn't move:: Alex: What about Kezia, how long do you think it will be before she finds you?
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@::speaks as they go out:: CSO: You can tell all of that to Iain and explain exactly what you did.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@XO: Long. Go
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::he looks around and see a lot of biotechnology all around:: Self: What in Gods name?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Nods and follows the XO out the door.::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::decides it would be a good idea to get out of this universe ASAP, heads out of the room and back into the corridor they came through earlier::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Sighs as there is no-one else to complain about:: CTO: Any news yet, lieutenant?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::walks over to some technology that is connected with the warp core:: *Bridge*: Engineering to the bridge, captain, I'm inside, and I found something that looks like alien technology interfaced with our warp core.
Iain_Sollo says:
@Dalin: You're with me, keep your eye on these two, we're taking them back to the shuttle.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
*CEO*: Alien technology? Alien as in completely unknown, or alien as in not Federation technology?
Dalin says:
@::points phaser rifle to the XO and CSO:: Iain: Ok, I'm right behind them.
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks over to the XO and gestures to the rifle as he shakes his head.::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::walks down the corridor:: CSO: You know I have noticed one thing on my travels Mr. Nelson, we always get the warm welcome from the very best hosts.
Iain_Sollo says:
@::quietly:: Dalin: Keep your distance, one false move you stun them. As far as I know we need them alive.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Well sir if you count that 4 centimetre mini-meteorite that just hit the hull nothing ... its clear on sensors...  but i did happen to find a cloud thing... nebula maybe... don’t know... it only shows a narrow dim light wave... and it stretches in the direction of the galaxy...  I don’t know what to make of it
Dalin says:
@::nods to Iain::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
*CO:* Alien as in, I've never seen it before in my life. ::takes a closer look::
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: How is propulsion.. Still down I guess? ::Mumbles something about inefficient engineering crews:: CTO: See whether you can find out some more about that...
Iain_Sollo says:
@::escorts the two officers to the shuttle bay::
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::attempts to disconnect the alien technology from the warp core::
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
<Engineering team Alpha Shift> *OPS*: Sir, we have arrived in Main Engineering.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: I'm trying some things but it seems to be pretty straight forward
OPS_Ens_Tar says:
*Engineering team Alpha Shift*: Report to Lieutenant McKnight and try to replace the main power conduits. Tar out.
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
ACTION: Main Engineering is oddly empty and soundless
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
*CEO*: Understood, report your findings as soon as you have them... ::Turns to the CTO:: CTO: If that's so, then why have you not told me yet?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Walks along with the XO and their escort towards the shuttle. His mind is constantly going over several scenarios how to retrieve the sphere from Gomes.::
Host Alexandra_Gomes says:
@ACTION: Eventually Dalin the XO, CSO followed by Iain and a bunch of armed people reach the shuttle
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::sees the engineering doors open:: Engineering Team: Aaah, you're here, ok guys we have a situation here, looks like a amateur attempt of assimilation, someone thinks Borg are cool these days. Get to work on repairing the power conduits.
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Because sir you told me to be on the lookout for any ship contacts.. NOT galactic phenomena... which is not my domain... either...
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
CTO: I told you before that I did not need any smart-ass comments... I know your job range, but I tell you now to look for them, and I do not expect any resistance... Is that clear?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::arrives at the shuttle and stops:: CSO: Do you think we can make it work again?
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::again attempts to disconnect the alien technology from the warp core::
Iain_Sollo says:
@::Boards the shuttle and motions the XO and CSO to follow, with Dalin taking the rear::
Dalin says:
@::enters the shuttle as the last person::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: As the CEO plucks out the organic bits, they grow back again
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: All right sir… oh and by the way... Vulcans should not give into their more "primal" feelings so please restrain yourself
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION ... kinda like pulling weeds...useless
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Looks over to the XO and then back to the shuttle.:: XO: I am not sure sir. Basically we only followed the dot on the scanners. We have to see if we can figure out more about it's propulsion.
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::stands inside the dark shuttle, moves to a wall, leans against it and crosses his arms:: CSO: Would it make sense if this ship has a navigation record?  If we can find out its last course we should be able to plot a course home.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Glares at the CTO:: CTO: Mind your attitude lieutenant, or you'll be on report...
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::tries to communicate to the "organic bits":: Organic bits: Let go of my warp you infernal creatures! ::gets mad and stands up taking his phaser out:: Self: Lets try low yield....
Iain_Sollo says:
@::watches the two officers while impatiently tapping his foot::
CTO_LtJG_Starbuck says:
CO: Aye......... ::spiteful: SIR!
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Nods:: XO: I believe it does. We have sent the information on it to the runabout piloted by Lost, remember? The only problem is the distance. Last thing I know about it, it is several hundreds of light years away. Conventional warp drives will not make it there in our lifetime.
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: Organic bits just ... don't do anything at all
Dalin says:
@::taps some buttons on one of the consoles::
Iain_Sollo says:
@::watches the pair very closely::
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@Dalin: I really wouldn't go pressing buttons. Accidents happen that way!
CEO_Lt_McKnight says:
::aims at the Organic part setting his phaser on stun:: Self: Here goes nothing...
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@CSO: I was talking about our journey here, though perhaps we can make the ship take us to those co-ordinates, possibly it will return us to the correct universe as well
Iain_Sollo says:
@Dalin: Unless you know what you're doing I suggest you leave it alone.
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: The console doesn't react to Dalin
Dalin says:
@::looks at alternate XO and then turns to Iain:: Iain: I'm familiar with some of those systems as I've seen them before. Nothing will happen.
Iain_Sollo says:
@Dalin: Then what's the point in prodding at it if you know it's not going to do anything?
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Lowers his voice slightly:: XO: I understand sir, but we should not have them know that. ::Makes his head gesture to Dalin and Iain.:: Let's just see what the console says and have it plot a course back, see what the computer says.
Dalin says:
@Iain: Nothing worse will happen actually. ::smiles::
TO_Ens_Sollo says:
::runs a full internal sensor scan for any intruders::
Host SM_Lilia says:
ACTION: The organic parts to seem to be "stunned" but re-grow again, just as wild weeds
Iain_Sollo says:
@::frowns a little at Dalin then turns to the CSO:: CSO: Can you get this thing off the ground or not?
XO_LtCmdr_Pazoski says:
@::nods to the CSO:: CSO: Yes, we need to give them a proper demonstration
CSO_Ens_Nelson says:
@::Enters some commands into the console and hopes it will reverse the coordinates that took them here.:: Iain: I think so, just give me a few minutes.
CO_Cmdr_Sovak says:
::Looks around the bridge again, not seeing anyone to complain about now, so just stares at the viewscreen, waiting for the inefficient CTO to find something::
Dalin says:
@::watches the console to see what is happening::
Host SM_Lilia says:
@ACTION: As the CSO taps the buttons, the shuttle disappears from its base and ends up a few meters from the Elara
Host SM_Lilia says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\=
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